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Abstract. Well organized data contributes extensively to the classification possibilities and quality of Knowledge Management. XML schemas play an important role in data organization activities, and provide basic foundations for companies and organizations dealing with large amounts of data. In times where knowledge represents the greatest advantage in a competitive economy and is relatively simple to find through different web providers, the quality of internal data structures and efficient management of a company’s valuable information is of the utmost importance. XML schemas are one of the mechanisms that can provide a data organization system in a qualitative manner, and efficient knowledge management as soon as data have been defined or accumulated. A good XML schema support is a way to increase the competitiveness of an organization by ensuring structured data quality and simplifying the Knowledge Management process.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge is a product of well-developed data and, by definition, Knowledge Management (KM) is an efficient handling of information and resources within an organization. It is the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and effectively using organizational knowledge [1] by making the best out of given data. It’s an interdisciplinary field, an intersection of Computer Science and management, addressing benefits in organizational aspects of business sectors, however, relying greatly on Computer and Information Science. KM has been around since the mid-1990s, and its attempts to collect, store, categorize, mine, and process data into knowledge [31], correspond to Big Data challenges (capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, sharing, transfer, visualization, as well as querying, updating, information privacy and data source), in both cases dealing with large size data.

Managing large size data or knowledge within an organization is unimaginable without the use of advanced information systems, while the design and implementation of such systems demands great organization, as well as presents several technical
challenges. Another closely tied discipline is Knowledge Engineering, which refers to all technical, scientific and social aspects involved in building, maintaining and using knowledge-based systems, which is vital for enterprise interoperability and networking.

The paper focuses on advanced information and knowledge based systems, supporting KM. Furthermore, it is focusing specifically on the data part of IT systems, containing the potential for creating knowledge. The data can originate in several forms, where common denominators are often XML documents and XML schemas, defining the structure of XML data. The quality of the data structure is a precondition for the knowledge based system, and the basis for many other disciplines, such as Machine Learning, Data Mining, and others. Difficulties and the importance in building qualitative data sets are addressed in this paper, focusing on XML schemas as the de facto Standard for data interchange [2], and an important part of Information Solutions, considered a prerequisite to Knowledge Management.

In times of e-business, data are exchanged based on XML documents, a mark-up language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable as well as machine-readable. Several other formats (MS Office, Open office), can be translated easily into XML files, which provide users several advantages, information and knowledge extraction being only some of them. Each XML document is defined by an XML schema (https://www.w3.org/XML/Schema), the focus technology of this paper. The structure and contents of XML schema documents have a significant influence on the value of data, which influences data quality in general indirectly, presenting a challenge in the first levels of information and KM. A good XML schema leads to a higher efficiency of data usage, extraction and organization, as well as simplification of Information Solutions, simplified maintenance and, therefore, higher quality of data, information and knowledge. The paper focuses on measuring the quality of XML schemas, and addresses it from a structural and contents/data perspective, presenting data as the heart of today’s economy [3], as well as the fundament of KM.

Companies use different databases, often including some sort of XML contents, due to the e-oriented business world, suitable for web presentation of data in various domains and digital libraries, which allow users to find anticipated search items [4]. Based on empirical research of 200 case studies of XML schema usage [5] (from various humanistic, natural and technical domains), XML schemas are often built in a manner merely satisfying the minimum requirements of syntactic correctness and contents sufficiency (the effort, however, varies between the previously mentioned domains). Often this is the problem with generated XML schemas or an inappropriate (simplified) approach to XML schema building by non-experts. Difficulties occur when extending, reforming or reusing XML schemas.

Existing metrics for quality evaluation only address the problem partially; they base their metrics on existing solutions known in Software Engineering, and do not address the problem of an objective quality evaluation. Dynamic creation and adaptation of XML schemas presents an additional research challenge that requires the use of new approaches and solutions. Additionally, while the structure rules are mostly acquired, a good data organization is often neglected, and often insufficient, especially in the case of large size data. For example, in the case of Big Data, where volume, velocity, and variety are emphasized (in addition to veracity, variability, visualization and value of the gathered data), the quality of data organization is crucial, suitably addressing challenges specific to big data [25]. As the authors in [25] point out: Big Data is simply a lot of data, and with IT support the user should be able to import and process data based on specific criteria defined by the user (in the form of an XML schema or otherwise). The ability to
handle different kinds of data sources in a systematic and controlled manner, with the goal of generating suitable information for organizing data, would provide the most value to the user. XML schemas and Big Data combined also provide possibilities to evaluate not only the quality of data, but also enable a quantitative analysis of the attitudes, intentions and motivation of (XML schema) users, possibly providing insight about descriptive and predictive user behavior. In this paper, the quality of XML schemas is evaluated on a structural level of 200 examined examples, although an additional quantitative analysis (statistical modeling for good data structure practices’ identification) can improve XML schema quality immensely, KM support can also reduce the risk of misunderstanding data. Based on [25] and [32], the hierarchy of data, information, knowledge and how it connects to XML technologies, is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url) The hierarchy of data, information, knowledge and wisdom [11], connected to XML technologies.

The aim of this paper is to focus on KM needs and ensure evaluation of XML data quality in business documents, supporting a better quality of data organization. Theoretical knowledge was tested on an expanded set of test data of already established XML schemas (for business documents) in various organizations, with the help of composite metrics. The paper’s main research question investigates, how XML schema characteristics impact the quality of data, and influence Knowledge Management possibilities. XML schema quality aspects were defined to provide an answer. A set of metrics for assessing different quality aspects of XML schemes was developed, and results were combined with the XML Schema Quality Index, a tool for reporting the data quality of XML schemas [5]. In the following sections, those aspects are presented, indicating that quality of XML schemas address KM quality as well.

The structure of the paper is as follows: After an introduction to the problem (Section 1), the paper presents related work on XML schema quality research (Section 2), and establishment of the Knowledge Management connection with the XML schemas is provided (Section 3). Section 4 focuses on quality aspects, and results of the analysis are provided in Section 5. The conclusion (Section 6) holds a summary of results and future research plans are given.

2. Related work

Several scientific and professional papers are addressing the quality of XML schemas in software applications in general within the time scope of the last 15 years. There have
been few attempts to evaluate and measure XML schemas, however, the number of evaluated XML schemas was low, and the quality aspect of those XML schemas was mostly one-dimensional, focusing only on complexity. Several metrics are summed by Zhang in [8], and significantly related work was done by [6], [7] and [8], where attempts were made to measure XML schemas and software in general. Finding suitable metrics for XML technologies was addressed in other papers, although their backgrounds, being mainly software metrics, are not applicable to all data aspects of XML schema quality measurements, the main focus in this paper. The authors in [9] address metrics for evaluation of XML schema structure complexity, pointing out entropy. The proposed metric is evaluated empirically, based on a case study. While applying the metric, the authors do not include a variety of preferences for XML schemas based on their purpose or data domain. The authors in [10] share the approach to measuring XML schema quality; however, they consider structural aspect, as well as that of contents. Their metric enables user modification of quality measurement settings. In our paper, we take a step forward and include several other aspects of XML schema quality, although not providing user modification possibilities.

Improving XML schema quality is the focus in [11], addressing the problem of changing existing XML documents (according to XML schema changes). To present the problems, each change has an assigned cost and preference weight. A scalar measurement is provided for each XML schema quality aspect, as proposed and developed further in this paper. Assigning properties and rules in XML schemas is addressed in [12], focusing on information system integration and the role of XML schemas in the integration process. Furthermore, the evaluation of standard quality in [12] is a simplified version of the evaluation proposed in this paper. The complexity aspect is addressed in [13], based on the internal structure of XML schemas, and providing validation variables and a measurement method for calculating complexity. The above mentioned researches depict several variables important for XML schema quality evaluation and measurement, although they stay mostly on the data level, and do not address the quality aspects affecting the Knowledge Management based on XML schema defined documents. The main focus on the data level quality, respectively, data bases and XML schemas, is evident in papers [20] and [21], enforcing the important connection of XML schemas and data sources. According to [2], the integration of heterogeneous data sources has become a central problem of modern computing, especially in domains where data currently reside in many different formats. In addition to a relational database, XML data can be stored in an object-oriented database, or in a semi-structured system, providing more possibilities for KM activities.

A lot of effort and application of XML related technologies was also addressed within the EJC conference on all levels of IT development (from concepts, models, and data bases to a higher logic layer and user interfaces, applying XML technologies as a format for data extraction). The usefulness and wide application of XML documents and schemas is addressed in [24], and the authors in [22] presented the widespread usability of XML, by describing a conceptual model for XML, dividing the modeling process into conceptual and structural levels, using XML documents, as well as XML schemas. The author in [23] developed a framework for modeling and implementing layered database applications, defining a database model for each of the layers and a facility for exchange of data throughout different layers in a coherent form, using XML as a hierarchical modeling language for internal, conceptual and external schemas. The connection of (XML) data and knowledge is addressed clearly in [25], while XML application at all levels of development of IT solutions is presented in [26], where the output of a
developed algorithm is produced as an XML file. XML is clearly infiltrated in all levels of IT architecture, and the authors in [27] address the use of XML in modeling (used for communication between interest groups and inside development teams), revealing different modeling cultures and emphasizing the significance of data planning [28] [29] [30] and the importance of XML supporting technologies in Knowledge Management.

3. Knowledge Management and XML schemas

The amount of available knowledge has grown in the past years, bringing challenges for controlling and managing it [14]. Well collected and organized data are easily summarized and analyzed, providing possibilities of synthesizing information into knowledge, enabling several advantages to organizations. Efficient classification of data, for example, important for various fields, such as Libraries Science [15], is well supported by XML schemas through different restriction building blocks. In addition, a suitable use of XML schema building blocks can largely support multilingual data, often necessary in the information globalization process [16]. The low-level data collection process is a fundament for higher knowledge creation levels, indicating the importance of data quality, which is often received and stored in XML documents. Figure 2 includes basic transformation levels from data to knowledge, and connects them with XML schema building from basic structures to advanced XML schema use, indicating the knowledge about data. In the last years, knowledge has become an important wealth indicator, and KM has become a critical factor for organizations and an important tool for international and local competition. The goal of KM is to make organization, classification and validation work more effective; it’s not just about the knowledge itself, but about how to use and spread the knowledge in the most effective and wide way. In order to be valuable, knowledge must be shared [14], while (quality) XML schemas provide support within the KM process.

![Figure 2. Data, information and Knowledge Management [1]](image)

KM is the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and using organizational knowledge effectively [17]. On the level of using XML schemas, organization and classification are the most important aspects. The Knowledge Management methodology has been
designed to ensure a proper, comprehensive, systematic and consistent approach, and is, in many ways, coherent with XML schema development (respectively quality levels). It ensures proper attention is given to the critical success factors and quality aspects in implementing Knowledge Management programs successfully [18]. Several process steps are depicted in Figure 3, connected with XML schema quality levels. The XML schema building process consists of the following levels:

- A simple hierarchy XML schema includes only element and attribute sequence and cardinality definitions,
- Local data type definitions add information to each element or attribute about its existing or newly defined data type,
- Global data type definitions provide globally defined building blocks for increased reuse, especially in cases of external XML schema use,
- The Quality Index indicates how advanced and controlled defined XML schemas actually are.

Figure 3. Knowledge Management process and XML schemas [18]

A competitive advantage of organizations is gaining all possible knowledge to assimilate and learn faster. The need for Knowledge Management is infiltrated in several organizational frameworks using XML documents as well. Knowledge Management in the software industry deals with the problem of having specialists of a narrow sector, not always in tune with other knowledge intensive branches using their products [19]. Therefore, Data Refinement and Information Extraction are crucial for understanding and gathering knowledge. A quality XML schema simplifies this task, benefiting Knowledge Management in organizations, as well as providing a metric, estimating the quality of existing XML schemas. The main XML schema building blocks, influencing its quality, will be indicated, providing a guideline to build more adapted XML schemas, suitable for data definition in the first level of the Knowledge Management process.
4. Measuring the quality of data in XML schemas

XML schemas define the structure and content of all elements and attributes, storing valuable organizational data in XML documents, which is gaining in popularity [4]. It provides a number of features that make it suitable for web based application. Its role is definition of all elements and attributes, organization of the hierarchy, sequence and cardinality of data elements. Each element or attribute is defined (its structure and contents) by a data type or integrated building blocks. Covering a wide range of data demands, organized and well-formed exchange of documents is essential in different domains of e-business (e-Health, e-Library, e-Government, etc.), web applications as well as data storage. XML schemas must, therefore, be extendable and flexible, suitable for future changes, and have a rich set of building blocks. This is especially important when integrating data from different XML schemas.

An XML schema is a model defining document structure and enabling a creation of an agreement regarding structure and contents, security supported via XML encryption. It enables a simplified creation of complex content models, focused on reuse of elements and attributes, as well as data types, storing valuable data. One of most significant advantages of XML schemas is data type support, simplifying the document contents’ description, validation of data correctness, defining data restrictions and data patterns. XML schemas are extendible, and can be reused within other XML schemas. Within one XML document there is a possibility of holding several XML schemas (by including or importing a building block), spreading a set of possible types and/or elements. A well-shaped XML document is a document adapted to all XML syntactical rules, as are XML declaration, one root element, suitable tag names, case-sensitivity, end tags, the hierarchy rules and attribute values within quotes. Although an XML document is well formed, errors can still exist, having serious consequences on data storage and system well-being. The problem is addressed by a suitable approach to building XML schemas, where good practices already exist.

Figure 4. XML schema quality aspects [19]
Literature review results of the XML schema quality measurements field provided several metrics, linked historically to approaches and measurements methods in Program Engineering, focusing mostly on XML schemas’ structure and complexity. Based on the definition of structure metrics, the paper includes other aspects of XML schema quality, also important for advanced Knowledge Management, summarized based on ISO/IEC 9126, theory of decision models, and other papers. While choosing metrics with which we wish to improve XML schema quality, the paper includes parameters, effecting XML schema improvement (Figure 4): Figure 4 presents a set of parameters organized in 6 aspects. A composite metric is combining all six aspects equally (structure, clarity, optimality, minimalism, re-use, flexibility), presenting a general Quality Index, and defining a joint grade of quality.

5. Results

Two types of XML schemas were included: (1) XML schemas, designed through a standardization process of larger independent organizations (W3C, OASIS), and (2) XML schemas, defined within different companies and organizations for needs of e-business and Knowledge Management. All schemas were analyzed, and measurable elements were extracted based on a database of 200 XML schemas found in the search process. The analysis was semi-manual with help of a tool developed in the Institute of Informatics, University of Maribor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Beta value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of included XML schemas</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML schema type</td>
<td>-0.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of local elements</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of global complex elements</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of global simple elements</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of code</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of attribute groups</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of annotations</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of derived data types</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of data was conducted by regression analysis with the help of a standard linear regression. Table 1 presents variables with significant impact on the quality of XML schemas. The Beta indicator presents a value (positive or negative), indicating the addition or deduction of an XML schema quality in case an additional variable occurs in an XML schema. For example, with each additional external XML schema (Number of included XML schemas), the quality of an XML schema goes higher by 0.1645 on a scale from 0 to 1, indicating that, in fact, the XML schema’s characteristics (measured parameters) impact it’s quality, and, furthermore, the possibilities of qualitative Knowledge Management.

Overall findings about XML schema use produced the following results [33]: The structure of XML schemas influences the quality of data application, although different domains require different XML schema types: Economy related fields typically require a very non-flexible and strict structure, while technical and humanistic domains are much less strict. The most flexible XML schema structure is required in Natural Science domains, where possibly the pool of data varies the most. The general conclusion is that
no XML schema type can be applied on all domains and needs, as well as that the understanding of what makes a useful XML schema varies. Also, not all aspects can be equality satisfied, although there are some good practices which can be used as general guidelines, presented in Table 2 (compared to average XML schemas):

Table 2. Good and bad characteristics of general XML schemas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standardized properties of the average XML schema</th>
<th>Good XML Schema Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of external schemes</td>
<td>Minimum usage (1 or 2), suitable for separating data type definitions from element and attribute definitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of elements</td>
<td>Global 1, other local. It uses more in exceptional cases when an XML schema defines multiple XML documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of attributes</td>
<td>Attributes minimum (0.05 per item).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of groups</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of data types</td>
<td>Almost as many global data types as there are elements and attributes. Simple are less than complex; a better complex element with simple content that makes it easier to modify the XML schema in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Annotation affects the quality of XML schemas, but minimal documentation is sufficient to improve it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits</td>
<td>Each block should be restricted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

The paper addresses Knowledge Management issues through XML schemas, their characteristics, influence and contribution to knowledge organization and classification, focused on assessing the quality of XML schemas. The literature review revealed the importance of XML schemas within XML technologies, and their importance in integration of Information Systems and Knowledge Management. In the paper we have analyzed the demands of quality in XML schemas and the meaning of XML schemas in Knowledge Management organizations.

We have listed the most important building blocks for quality evaluation by experimenting on 200 XML schemas of different origin. XML schemas were analyzed with regression analysis to establish which characteristics (building blocks) influence the quality of XML schemas the most, indicating critical quality aspects for future building of XML schemas.

Six aspects of quality were defined, combined into one value: The Quality Index. The quality aspects included (1) Structure, (2) Transparency, (3) Optimality, (4) Minimalizm, (5) Reuse and (6) Integrability. All aspects were measured separately; a regression analysis was conducted, discovering nine variables (positively or negatively) influencing the final XML schema quality estimation significantly. Results exposed the following parameters as the most significant: The number of included external XML schemas, XML schema type, three variables connected to element use, number of attribute groups, lines of code, annotation usage and number of derived data types. All
significant variables are, in different forms, included in Metrics, addressing specific aspects of XML schema quality estimation, providing an answer to the research question: Do XML schema characteristics impact the quality of data, influencing Knowledge Management possibilities? A more detailed impact of XML schema quality on Knowledge Management is yet to be confirmed empirically in the future work. The results in this paper provide possibilities for further scientific and applicative research in the field of XML Schema Quality, as well as in the field of XML Data Impact on Knowledge Management. Additional note: Based on our research, 30% of XML schemas were not built properly and need adaptation, mostly in the fields of structure and transparency, therefore not providing enough support for Knowledge Management.

The research within the paper also has limitations due to human error when analyzing XML schemas. To confirm the validity of the results, the research should be repeated. The future work will address the Knowledge Management efficiency connected with XML schema quality in more detail, as well as the influence of contents (data) on XML schema quality aspects. To address these aspects efficiently, new refined metrics will be introduced, tailored according to Knowledge Management specific needs. An additional future study will include measurement of higher architectural levels of IT solutions, and how foundational XML schemas correlate with software quality, perceived usefulness of the end product and user experience of creating, sharing, using and managing the knowledge and information to achieve organizational objectives by making the best use of data and knowledge. The possibilities will also be examined of integrating Big Data concepts.
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